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Abstract

Modern systems-on-chip augment their baseline CPU with coprocessors and accelerators to increase overall computational capability and power efficiency, and thus have evolved into heterogeneous multi-core systems. Several languages have been developed to enable this paradigm shift, including CUDA and OpenCL. This paper discusses a unified compilation environment to enable heterogeneous system design through the use of OpenCL and a highly configurable VLIW Chip Multiprocessor architecture known as the LE1. An LLVM compilation framework was researched and a prototype developed to enable the execution of OpenCL applications on a number of hardware configurations of the LE1 CMP. The presented OpenCL framework fully automates the compilation flow and supports work-item coalescing which better maps onto the ILP processor cores of the LE1 architecture. This paper discusses in detail both the software stack and target hardware architecture and evaluates the scalability of the proposed framework by running 12 industry-standard OpenCL benchmarks drawn from the AMD SDK and the Rodinia suites. The benchmarks are executed on 40 LE1 configurations with 10 implemented on an SoC-FPGA and the remaining on a cycle-accurate simulator. Across 12 OpenCL benchmarks results demonstrate near-linear wall-clock performance improvement of 1.8x (using 2 dual-issue cores), up to 5.2x (using 8 dual-issue cores) and on one case, super-linear improvement of 8.4x (FixOffset kernel, 8 dual-issue cores). The number of OpenCL benchmarks evaluated makes this study one of the most complete in the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

State-of-the-art silicon technology nodes empowered VLSI designers to integrate complex functionality on a single chip with such advanced Systems-on-Chip (SoC) incorporating multiple diverse (Heterogeneous) processing engines and connected via numerous, high bandwidth, point-to-point links. These engines are supplied with data by hundreds of local memory blocks under the control of Direct Memory Access (DMA) engines. On this bespoke computing substrate there is the implicit requirement that millions of lines of both legacy and new application code will run efficiently with both software and hardware components expected to be delivered to market under very tight deadlines. Further complications such as the substantial non-recurrent costs involved and verification closure at tape-out make state-of-the-art SoC design inaccessible to all but the largest of organizations.

In parallel, industry witnesses a revolution in performance and capability of Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) with the leading vendors (Xilinx and Altera, now Intel) consistently delivering high capacity programmable silicon incorporating hundreds of embedded (hard-wired) blocks. These include memory controllers, DSPs, clocking infrastructure, high-throughput interfaces (PCIe) and networking capability (Interlaken), supported by very high speed differential I/O (SERDES). The vendors supply a wealth of silicon intellectual property (IP) such as soft processors and more recently, high-value hardened IP (ARM A9 SMP subsystem in the Zynq [1] and Cyclone V SoC device families respectively), advanced interconnect (AXI4) and a number of other blocks covering every conceivable application. What is even more noteworthy is that this rich ecosystem, along with proprietary Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools is provided for (nearly) free to the FPGA silicon customers. To address the design and verification bottleneck of very complex current (28 nm) and expected (16/14 nm) SoC-FPGAs vendors increasingly embrace a software-centric design approach based on Electronic System Level Methodologies (ESL). Potentially disruptive ESL technologies such as Behavioural Synthesis (AutoESL [2] from Xilinx and C2H from Altera and very recently tools such as SDSoC/SDAccel and AOCL [3] respectively) seem to be displacing established Register-Transfer-Level (RTL) methodologies when targeting these latest devices.

With the introduction of General-Purpose Graphics Programming Units (GPGPUs) and the release of the proprietary CUDA API [4] from NVIDIA, a trend towards the universal use of such devices in a number of market segments (spanning the continuum from High Performance Computing (HPC, [5]), Desktop and all the way to embedded and mobile computing) is emerging. The Open Compute Language (OpenCL, [6]) was proposed as an open standard API for general-purpose computing across CPUs, GPGPUs and other accelerators in response to CUDAs performance advantage on NVIDIA hardware. This was standardized by the Khronos Group and nowadays, OpenCL drivers are offered
by all the major graphic processor designers such as AMD, Intel, and Qualcomm. Unlike CUDA, OpenCL is target agnostic and this has enabled the emergence of an ecosystem around not only GPGPUs but also CPUs and FPGAs as will be discussed in Section II.

This research is motivated by the ever-increasing adoption of the Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) processing paradigm (via OpenCL) for advanced FPGA design and this paper presents an automated compilation framework that enables parallel computation, through the execution of OpenCL kernel on a configurable VLIW Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) [7][8]. The LE1 architecture (Section III-A) is both configurable and extensible and is designed for embedded DSP applications on FPGA and standard-cell silicon. The researched software framework is in the form of a user-space driver which encompasses an LLVM-based compiler back-end as well as a source-to-source transformer that modifies the OpenCL kernels to execute more effectively on the LE1. A high-level view of the researched software/hardware framework is shown in Fig. [1]. From the figure, inputs to the framework are the kernel and the machine description (machine.xml) which specifies micro-architectural parameters of the LE1 CMP instance. The kernel is transformed and compiled with a custom LLVM back-end developed for the LE1 resulting in a number of assembly (.s) files. These are combined into two binaries (iram.h, dram.h) with the instruction stream and the initialized data section loaded onto the processor via the API (executing on the ARM host). The final executable is loaded onto the FPGA target via the Xilinx Microprocessor Debugger (xmd) tool. At the same time, the tool-chain is used to validate the LE1 CMP at Register Transfer Level (RTL) using the flow depicted in the bottom half of Fig. [1].

The framework is capable of targeting many hardware configurations (as specified in the machine.xml) and executes OpenCL kernels both on the LE1 CMP, mapped onto a Zynq z7045 device (Xilinx zc706 development board), as well as on a highly cycle-accurate simulator. We evaluate the scalability of our approach using 12 OpenCL benchmarks from the AMD and Rodinia [9] benchmark suites (Section IV-A1), across 40 machine configurations, making this the largest OpenCL study reported in academic literature to date.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the background, state-of-the-art and motivation behind this research. The proposed software/hardware approach is introduced in Section III and the detailed methodologies are discussed in Section IV. Section V presents the execution results from
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1Officially conformant devices: http://www.khronos.org/conformance/adopters/conformant-products#opencl

2An OpenCL kernel is a function executed by multiple processing elements on a 1D/2D/3D application space. Kernels are C-based and their arguments are augmented with memory space specifiers (private, local and global). OpenCL enables the execution of hundreds/thousands of such functions across multiple processing elements (PEs) resulting in substantial performance improvement compared to the sequential version of the application. Kernels are grouped into ‘Work-groups’ (WG) and multiple such work-groups constitute a Compute Unit (CU).

applying our framework on the chosen OpenCL benchmarks and includes a thorough discussion of our findings. Section VI draws conclusions on the efficiency of our solution and this paper concludes with a number of suggestions for future software and hardware improvements in Section VII.

II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

A. Motivation

The majority of accelerators currently used are deeply multi-threaded, many-core systems such as GPGPUs and Intel’s MIC architecture. GPGPUs offer higher performance and energy-efficiency compared to commodity x86 CPUs. However, the US Department of Energy has identified custom designs and the use of co-design as very important in producing even more efficient computers [10]. Co-design can be used to create application specific instruction set extensions for deeply-embedded configurable processors and optimize the design of heterogeneous multi-core SoCs for more efficient computing [11]; a key reason for it’s use is that the GPGPU execution model is not suitable for all types of problems. The latter relies on an implicit SIMD execution model (SIMT) where the concurrent execution of hundreds of threads is used to mask stalls and long latency operations.
GPGPUs achieve maximum throughput when the executing threads maintain the same program counter (PC), allowing the single-issued instruction to execute with different data across hundreds of data-paths. This also allows threads to issue memory operations with high spatial locality resulting in data traffic optimization in the memory hierarchy. These constraints have little effect on highly-regular graphic shader programs, but throughput can dramatically decrease in the presence of control-flow with bespoke solutions proposed to alleviate thread divergence [12][13]. System designers have looked into building systems with many cores that are not multi-threaded [14][15], but this approach still does not address the fact that not all problems can be solved effectively in the same manner.

FPGAs, by virtue of their user programmability and dense floating point performance (Altera Arria10 and Stratix10 families), are in a unique position of being adopted as universal OpenCL targets and previous generations of these devices have been shown to be faster than GPGPUs for some algorithms [16]. There are, however, major barriers in their widespread adoption as accelerators relating to the skill-set required to design, optimize and verify designs as well as long FPGA tools compilation times (hours to day/s). The latter makes them completely unsuitable for runtime OpenCL kernel compilation which is one of the cornerstones of the OpenCL API. High-level synthesis (HLS) has addressed these issues to a degree by offering higher levels of abstraction with more commonly used languages, such as C, SystemC and more recently, OpenCL. This does not address the issue of place and route time, and for absolute performance VLSI engineers still design at RT level.

The main motivation behind the researched software framework is the need to offer a fully programmable compute engine as a solution between fixed many-core systems such as the Intel MIC and the very fine-grained control when targeting SoC-FPGAs, while eliminating branch-divergence through source-transformation and ILP compilation and alleviating the substantial FPGA place-and-route runtimes. This is achieved through our core contributions which include the instantiation on the SoC-FPGA of the LE1 CMP and the subsequent on-line compilation of OpenCL kernels by our framework targeting the LE1 silicon. We also note that the LE1 is a capable MIMD accelerator, can easily accommodate shared-memory programming models such as OpenMP and POSIX Threads (PThreads) [17] and due to the proposed source transformation/compilation flow (Section IV), it does not suffer software-incurred performance inefficiencies due to thread divergence. The authors are unaware of any current heterogeneous systems that use fully configurable general-purpose, many-core, VLIW microprocessors as OpenCL accelerators on SoC-FPGAs.

B. Background

OpenCL [6] is a programming language and execution framework designed to allow programmers to offload compute intensive kernels to accelerators. OpenCL programs are split into two parts: host and device code. The host code can be written in a variety of languages (C, C++, with bindings
for Python\textsuperscript{4} and Java\textsuperscript{5} amongst others) and runs on the host CPU. The purpose of the standard is to discover accelerator devices, submit work and manage data transfers to and from them. The host program is also free to make use of all the native parallelism, in the form of shared memory APIs such as OpenMP and PThreads and distributed memory (MPI), natively supported in the host environment (typically Linux). The next two sub-sections discuss OpenCL-related research targeting Multi-core CPUs/DSPs and FPGAs.

1) Multi-core CPUs and DSPs:

The MCUDA framework was developed to enable CUDA execution on multi-core CPUs \cite{18}. As the overhead of managing and executing thousands of threads on a CPU can have a detrimental effect on performance, the unit of work was increased to the \textit{thread block}. Loops were introduced to run the CUDA threads serially; \textit{deep fission} being used to maintain synchronisation statement semantics within control structures. Such synchronisation points are control statements, such as \textit{gotos} and \textit{labels}, as they partition conditional regions that contain the \texttt{__syncthreads} command. For variables live past synchronisation points, the authors selectively replicated the necessary thread-dependent variables by expanding them into arrays and simply removing the \texttt{shared} keyword as these are not private to each thread any more. MCUDA uses PThreads to issue thread blocks across the CPU cores.

Twin Peaks is a software system designed to better utilise the system resources by executing kernels on CPUs as well as GPGPUs, taking into consideration the memory hierarchy of the former \cite{19}.

The aim is to use the CPU for smaller kernels as the communication overhead between the CPU and GPGPU address spaces is significant. This framework assigns a single CPU thread to a WG, utilising all the cores until all the WGs have completed. In the absence of any barriers each WI is completed and then another WI scheduled. Whereas in the presence of barriers the \texttt{setjmp} function, from the C standard library, is used to save the program state before executing the next WI. Once all the WIs have reached the synchronisation point, the \texttt{longjmp} function is used to restore the context of the WI to continue execution of the kernel.

A framework was devised to enable OpenCL capability on heterogeneous multi-core system with local memory, such as the IBM Cell BE processors \cite{20}. The CBE contains one general-purpose processor core (GPC) and multiple accelerator processor cores (APCs), with the GPC generally performing system management tasks while the APCs are dedicated to compute-intensive workloads.

The APCs are connected via a bi-directional interconnect (ring each way), utilize DMA-driven local memories with software managing data coherency amongst them. A similar technique to MCUDA

\textsuperscript{4}\texttt{PyOpenCL}: http://mathema.tician.de/software/pyopencl

\textsuperscript{5}\texttt{JOCL}: http://jogamp.org/jocl/www/
is used to transform the source code to embody the kernel within a triple nested loop, a technique known as WI coalescing. Private variables live beyond the scope of the nested regions are expanded into arrays and the authors also use a web of variable values to reduce memory usage.

The PACDSP is a five-way, dual-clustered VLIW DSP core with SIMD instructions and a distributed register file. Each cluster contains a load/store unit (LSU) and an ALU, with the fifth execution slot utilised by a shared scalar unit [21]. The PACDUO is platform with a dual-core PACDSP coupled to an ARM core and OpenCL is enabled on this device through source transformations. These serialise the WIs into a loop, vectorize the kernel using target intrinsics, employ software thread integration to merge conditional statements of concurrent threads and finally use intrinsics to assign work to the clusters. This is the closest architecture to ours however, it seems to lack the extensive multi-core scalability provided by the LE1 CMP architecture.

2) OpenCL on FPGAs:

In general, researchers have followed two routes to mapping OpenCL applications to FPGAs: A) ESL-based methodologies in which OpenCL is the input language to high-level synthesis tools and B) Using template architectures. There is an interesting distinction here between our proposed solution and the latter as will be discussed in the next Section; suffice to say that the LE1 target architecture is not a template but a fully programmable and highly configurable/extensible embedded VLIW CMP.

FCUDA was built upon the work of MCUDA, but instead of using CUDA to target CPUs, it uses HLS targeting FPGA silicon [22]. The framework uses the same methods of serialising kernels as MCUDA but also makes use of annotations (synthesis directives) on the kernel source to drive HLS. AutoPilot [23] was used as the HLS tool and the flow includes transformation of kernels into AutoPilot C; the latter is a subset of C designed for hardware synthesis. These source annotations enable the synthesis tool to generate appropriate circuitry for both data transfer and computation proper. Pragmas are also used to specify the multiplicity of the parallel processing cores.

MARC is a many-core architecture developed by researchers at Berkeley, comprising of a single control processor and a variable number of algorithmic processing cores [24]. The control processor is a simple RISC CPU while the algorithmic cores are simplified MIPS cores with fine-grained multi-threading and an extensible ISA. Barrier and atomic swap instructions are also included in the ISA for inter-kernel communication via shared memory. The private memory was implemented in distributed (LUT-based) RAMs with local and global memories residing in block RAMs. The global memory size be extended by using external memory and the compilation system is based on LLVM. The researchers designed application-specific processing cores by transforming the LLVM IR instructions to an optimised, predicated SSA form, directly mapping to pre-determined hardware primitives. The key differences between this architecture and the LE1 architecture is the use of a highly parameterizable VLIW (ILP) architecture for the compute units while being fully host agnostic (no
POCL is a portable OpenCL implementation used within the TTA-based Co-design Environment (TCE) which targets a configurable TTA processor [25] in which both the host and device codes are merged into a single program [26]. The target architecture is configurable in the number and mix of functional units as well as having the capability of custom instructions to help accelerate the given algorithm. After the user has specified any custom operations, the system iteratively adds in functional units and register files, to satisfy the computational requirements and ILP of the kernel. A set of low-level LLVM passes operating on the IR are used to modify the kernel to chain several instances together, something analogous to loop unrolling. These passes also maintain the parallel semantics that OpenCL kernels explicitly provide, while code size is kept under control by setting an upper limit on the number of chained instances; any instances above the limit were rolled into a loop.

SOpenCL is an architectural synthesis tool that also maps OpenCL kernels to FPGA fabrics [27]. The tool uses an architectural (hardware) template that can be instantiated to match the target application data-flow using a network of FUs, stream units and distributed control logic to reconfigure the data-paths between producer and consumer units. The compilation front-end uses source transformations to convert the OpenCL kernel into a C function, while also coarsening it to represent a WG instead of a WI. The coarsened kernel is optimised and converted into a single basic block through if-conversion and the code is finally used to generate the streaming and compute engines.

A similar approach was taken to create an OpenCL compiler for a coarse grained reconfigurable architecture (CGRA) [28], specifically the SRP from Samsung, which is a VLIW architecture coupled with a CGRA. SRP has a simple memory hierarchy, using a scratch-pad memory instead of a data cache, similar to the LE1 Data Memory System. The CGRA is used to accelerate the kernel and consists of an array of PEs, such as FUs and register files, connected by dedicated buses. The compilation framework serialises the WIs (Kernel code) into loops via source transformations and in the process, it re-writes the source into standard C. The loops of that C application are then unrolled and modulo-scheduled to fully utilise the available functional units of the VLIW engine and the CGRA.

Altera has been the first adopter of OpenCL for their FPGA silicon [3] with the aims of reducing the very steep learning curve of high-throughput FPGA design while ensuring that algorithms are portable across different FPGA families. Altera’s OpenCL compiler (AOCL [3]) transforms OpenCL kernels into deeply pipelined circuits to be mapped onto the FPGA fabric. The pipelined design allows for the data for each thread to be clocked in sequentially so that each stage of the pipeline can be used by different instances of the WI. Multiple pipelines can also be instantiated in parallel to further increase throughput. As well as the kernel data-path, the compiler also creates memory interfaces:
global loads and stores are performed using LSUs connected via a global interconnect to off-chip DDR whereas local accesses target on-chip static RAMs (Block-RAMs).

Prior to the very recent announcement for OpenCL support from Xilinx in the Vivado design suite 2014.2, research was undertaken to convert kernels into AutoESL C code and subsequently, synthesise them to silicon [29]. The Clang AST libraries were used alongside Graphtool to transform these kernels for processing by the synthesis tool; this involved converting barrier calls to barrier_hit and barrier_done signals as well creating interfaces to the block RAMs for the kernel arguments. The researchers used a Convey HC-1 hybrid system consisting of an Intel Xeon CPU and four Virtex-5 (XC5VLX330) FPGAs, the CPU acting as the host while each FPGA performed as a CU in the compute device. High-level and logic synthesis were performed by Xilinx AutoESL and ISE respectively with compilation performed offline due to excessive run-times; in this system, work size and dimensions are fixed at compile time.

Very recent research has been conducted on improving the compilation speed of OpenCL via HLS by using virtual coarse-grained reconfigurable contexts [30]. The authors use intermediate fabrics (IFs) which provide the virtual coarse-grained resources atop a physical FPGA. The IFs map behaviour onto application-specialised resource, such as floating-point units, instead of thousands of LUTs. To create an IF, the OpenCL kernels are compiled into LLVM IR and custom intrinsics are used for OpenCL built-in functions. The IR is then used to create a control data-flow graph (CDFG), mapping LLVM instructions to compatible cores provided by a user-specified library. The framework analyses the requirements of kernels and clusters the kernels into reconfiguration contexts, based on their functional similarity. Each context can implement one kernel at a time, time-multiplexing instances of it, with the WIs carefully pipelined to exploit data reuse. The clustering enables order-of-magnitude faster compilation and reconfiguration between kernels invocations. The authors report a compilation time speed-up of 4,211x while incurring 1.8x area overhead to implement a system of 20 kernels, compared to traditional synthesis techniques.

In summarising this Section, it is observed that multiple solutions exist for both ASIC processors and more recently, FPGAs. A major concern in practically all these solutions is the lack of detailed silicon execution statistics [6] for more elaborate OpenCL benchmarks. This observation was the primary motivating factor behind this research along with the need to elaborate further on the use of programmable architectures on SoC-FPGAs by making use of a highly configurable and extensible VLIW CMP. At the same time, the proposed research comprehensively addresses the issue of the simplistic benchmarking encountered in practically all previous studies by using OpenCL programs comprising
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6Statistics such as those collected from either the instrumentation peripheral of the LE1 CMP or the Cycle-Accurate simulator. These include amongst others the total number of cycles the contexts were active for, stalls due to branch mis-predictions, memory bank congestion and execution due to LIW inter-packet dependencies.
Fig. 2. Architecture overview of a 4-wide, LE1 core. The single core includes an Instruction Front End (IFE), the processing data-paths (LE1_CORE), and the Load-Store Unit (LSU). The pipeline stages are shown to the left.

of multiple kernels, heavy control-flow and executing on silicon (Xilinx zc706 development kit) for 10 machine configurations and on a highly-precise (near RT-level accuracy) cycle-accurate model of the LE1 platform for another 30 machine configurations.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. The LE1 Architecture

The LE1 VLIW CMP is a configurable system-on-chip multiprocessor system, designed to accelerate signal and image processing algorithms on both FPGA and standard-cell silicon [31]. It is designed to be attached to a larger system which includes one or more scalar CPUs, running the OS, performing high-level data scheduling and interfacing. These external CPU(s) typically load the Instruction RAM (IRAM) of a particular context (processor core) with the program binary and the shared Data RAM (DRAM) with the initialised data section of that program. The host then initiates execution via issuing commands on a Cmd/Debug Interface and upon completion of the executing algorithm, the host processor extracts the results from the data memory of the LE1 system and allocates new tasks.
A VLIW CMP was chosen as such architectures efficiently handle parallelism both at instruction (ILP) and thread (TLP) levels. ILP is exploited via the static (compile-time) specification of independent operations (referred to as 'syllables' or RISCops) per VLIW instruction whereas TLP is exploited via the concurrent execution of coalesced WIs across multiple VLIW Cores (one WG/Core) thus achieving concurrent execution of multiple WGs.

A view of a 4-wide LE1 micro-architecture configuration is depicted in Fig. 2. The CPU consists of the Instruction Fetch Engine (IFE), the execution core, the pipeline controller (PIPE_CTRL) and the Load/Store Unit (LSU). The IFE can be configured with an instruction cache or alternatively, a closely-coupled instruction RAM (IRAM). These are accessed every cycle and return a long instruction word (LIW) consisting of multiple RISCops for decode and dispatch. The IFE controller handles interfacing to the external memory for ICache refills and provides debug capability into the ICache/IRAM. The PIPE_CTRL is a collection of interlocked, pipelined state machines, which schedule the execution data-paths, monitor the overall instruction flow down the processing and memory pipelines and maintain the decoding logic and control registers of the CPU. The LSU is the primary path of the core to the system memory and allows for up to the \(\textit{issue\_width}^7\) memory operations per cycle and directly communicates with the shared data memory. The memory is a multi-banked, 2 or 3-stage pipelined cross-bar architecture and the number of channels and banks do not have to be equal. A quad-core LE1 system with the connecting memory system is shown in Fig. 3.

The LE1 implements the VT32PP ISA, loosely based upon the partially-predicated Multiflow architecture \cite{32}, which specifies a configurable (max. 16) number of clusters, each consisting of up to 64 static general purpose registers, 8 single-bit predicate registers (used for computing branch conditions and conditional selection), a PC and a Link register (LR). The architecture allows for each core to have the capacity for up to 16-way vertical multi-threading, custom instruction extensions and a

\footnote{This is the architectural width of the VLIW processor core and specifies the number of syllables that constitute an LIW packet. All syllables in the packet are statically scheduled by the compiler and execute concurrently under LEQ semantics.}
the floating-point pipeline. Note that multi-threading and FP support are not implemented in LE1 hardware used for this work. Up to 256 cores are enabled by the architecture and we used a maximum of 8 in our experiments due to FPGA capacity limitations. The micro-architecture is further configurable by: the issue width, number of ALUs, multipliers, LSUs and the number of memory banks. The results from the experiments presented in Section VI utilise a single cluster but vary the other parameters and instantiate multiple cores in the system. The parametrisation is performed by the machine.xml file (Fig. [Fig]) which describes the micro-architecture of the full system. This file can be used to either generate RTL or a model for the simulator. Substantial scripting automation is used throughout both hardware and software compilation flows such as to present the user with a unified, well-orchestrated research environment and abstract away a lot of the details.

B. Software: LLVM-based Driver

This Section elaborates on the LLVM-based OpenCL driver, which is used by the programmer utilising the LE1 as an OpenCL accelerator. As the LE1 is neither a GPGPU, nor multi-threaded (the version utilized in this work), execution of the kernels involves more than just compilation and kernel submission. The driver first transforms the input source into a WG so that WIs are serialised and synchronisation between the threads can be implemented (Figs. 20 and 21 depict the original input OpenCL kernel (WI) and the output C code (WG) respectively with the kernel barriers eliminated). The resulting WG code drives the LE1 compiler (discussed in Section III-B6) after the transformation processes are performed by our framework. The driver consists of the following parts: front-end, source-to-source kernel transformer/compiler and runtime. These will be described in detail in the following Sections, but they can be summarised as follows: the front-end client driver is the layer the programmer uses to interact with the system, while the transformer and compiler modify and translate the code to run upon the LE1; finally, the runtime support includes the means of data transfer, the execution of multiple WGs and the runtime library. This part is implemented on one of the two ARM A9 CPUs of the z7045 device using FreeRTOS as the executive.

1) System Overview:

The software driver provides a layer of abstraction for the LE1 hardware. Its task is to allow communication between them allowing the programmer to control the execution of the OpenCL program but also hiding the device-specific details. For this, the OpenCL 1.1 standard API has been implemented and the fact that the kernel is coarsened to a WG, statically linked and run on the hardware configurations of Table IV or the cycle accurate simulator (remaining configurations), is hidden from the application developer. The proposed software is in the form of the GNU/Linux shared object (libOpenCL.so) that can be used just as any other OpenCL driver. The driver is built around Clang/LLVM libraries which are statically linked into the driver; they allow the transformation and
compilation of OpenCL kernels at runtime. The driver is composed of three main parts, depicted in Fig. 4:

- the driver front-end, which implements the OpenCL 1.1 API calls, allowing the user to control the rest of the driver,
- the source transformer, which converts (coarsens) the kernel from WI-based to WG-based taking into account barrier synchronisation, variable lifetime etc.,
- the back-end compiler, which links in the developed runtime library and produces the assembly code which executes unmodified on the LE1 CA simulator or the SoC-FPGA.

![Software system overview illustrating the various components of the proposed OpenCL framework.](image)

2) **Driver Front-end:**

The front-end is based on the Clover project which implements the OpenCL 1.1 API and supports the **OpenCL embedded profile**. The client driver is split into three layers: the core, the API and the device. The main component of the core is the command queue which is used to transport commands, as well as their respective data structures, between the three layers of the driver. The core also contains the classes for OpenCL objects such as buffers, kernels and programs. The API layer implements the functions defined in the OpenCL standard, using the core to create the program objects and pushing events into the queue. The device layer takes the generic program objects, from the command queue, and specifies them for itself. The driver contains 240 statically instantiated devices (LE1 configurations) which the user can query/select for compilation using the standard API calls. The devices represent all the LE1 architecture variations that have been investigated.

[^8]: http://cgit.freedesktop.org/mesa/clover/
hardware and 30 simulated), and which are described in full in the Section IV and Table IV. As well as the compiler target and simulator model, a device has a worker thread which queries its associated queue for events to act upon, such as buffer operations and running of kernels. Once the user calls clEnqueueNDRangeKernel all the necessary data is available for the kernel to be transformed.

3) **Kernel Source Transformation:**

OpenCL allows synchronisation between WIs in a WG and so expects many WIs to be executing concurrently. The LE1 runs a single thread on each core (with a run-to-completion model), utilizes a 1D Algorithm space and to execute multiple threads concurrently would require a software thread manager and many context switches. Instead of executing WIs in parallel, each core executes them sequentially and the code is transformed to explicitly handle the memory synchronisation as depicted in Figs. 20 and 21. The expert reader will notice in Fig. 21 a fixed local size of 64 whereas in reality the local size can change arbitrarily across kernel invocations. In its first implementation, the driver stored the local size in memory and this value was recovered from that location with the use of the get_local_size API call. This was changed subsequently with the local size now being hard-wired in the kernel (as depicted in Fig. 21) which enables many subsequent loop optimizations, not possible with the previous method. To achieve this transformations are performed each time the user calls the clEnqueueNDRange API function resulting in the kernel being transformed (and on-line optimized) for the currently-used local size. Such transformed WGs can then be processed concurrently across multiple cores in the system. The unit of work is enlarged from WI level to WG level through AST source-to-source transformations, using Clangs libraries.

Performing the transformation at a high-level allows the coarsening to only happen once, even in the presence of different multi-core accelerators in the heterogeneous system. The transformation takes place in three phases: A) code expansion and function in-lining, B) basic WG coarsening and C) barrier call and control-flow handling. Function in-lining happens at the source level as barriers can potentially live in them and macros are expanded to be able to successfully rewrite the coarsened source. In the absence of any barrier calls, the kernel body only needs to be enclosed in one or more for loops; one for each required dimension and any return statements are replaced with a goto effectively skipping the current WI. The transformation takes place once the programmer has requested the kernel execution, so the local size can be hard coded into the loop declaration in a hope to aid loop transformations (LLVM-driven loop unrolling presents many more opportunities to fill the ILP pipeline of an LE1 core). The kernel initialiser algorithm, shown in Fig. 17 is an implementation of the RecursiveASTVisitor class, that is part of Clang.

In the presence of barriers, the regions in the source in which the WIs would execute independently need to be found so that the kernel can be divided between those sections; for this loop fission is used [33]. Wherever there is a barrier, the WG loop is closed before and re-opened after the barrier with
the barrier call removed. This guarantees that all the WIs have completed before continuing past the original barrier call as the OpenCL specification requires. If there are barriers located within nested regions, such as a for-loop (Note: not the outermost WG loops inserted by the transformation engine), those region boundaries are also used as fission points. This is necessary since a barrier within a loop would define that all WIs have to complete up to the barrier for the same iteration before any can pass it. Other statements, such as break or continue, complicate this situation further since they could skip WIs or the whole WG. If these statements exist within a cyclic region that also contains a barrier, the specification mandates that if one WI executes the statement, all of them will for that same iteration. To avoid the situation where some WIs would execute the barrier while others would not, (thus causing a live-lock) continue and break statements are also used as fission points.

Local variables are created for variables that are live past the chosen fission points and dependency analysis is applied to determine whether a variable is thread-dependent and thus needs to be expanded or not. As the kernel is explored depth-first from the outer thread loop, statements are checked to find whether their definition is ever dependent upon the WI ID - if not, the variable does not ever need to be expanded since the same value is computed for each WI. Thread dependent variables are ones that have a data dependency on either get_local_id or get_global_id, so any variables that are defined using those calls are added to a list of dependent variables. This list is then used to find further thread-dependent variables by examining if they refer to any members of the list. As the code is explored, and the algorithm enters a region that is executed conditionally upon a thread-dependent variable, any variables defined within that region are also added to the list. For thread-independent variables it would be possible to move them outside of the WG loop but for now it is left to the LLVM loop optimisations to do this. For scalar expanded values, all references of the original variable are visited and rewritten as array accesses using indices of the WG loop(s). The final algorithm is described in Fig. 18 with Figs. 20 and 21 depicting the pre and post-transform code respectively for the permute kernel.

4) Kernel Launcher:

The kernel is then linked with a small function which calls instances of the newly created WG. This launcher function uses the CPU (Core) ID and work dimension counters to calculate which WG the unit should be computing. This value is used at the core level to determine the execution space; an intrinsic is used to read the CPUID, which is then used to offset the buffer address for each of the cores. Intrinsics are also used to keep count of the number of WGs completed. The launcher also checks whether the core is even supposed to operate as some data sets will not split over the whole algorithm NDR evenly, meaning that sometimes cores need to exit early and not perform the kernel.

\[9\] The LE1 has an instruction which allows the user to query the CPUID (SYSTEM:CONTEXT:HC tuple), returning the value of the currently executing HC.
operation. An example is given in Fig. 19 which depicts such a situation.

5) Runtime Library:

The OpenCL standard defines certain runtime functions to be available to the programmer, and for this libclc\textsuperscript{10} was used as a base. As the current LE1 ISA has no architected FP subset, it has been necessary to augment libclc with routines from compiler-rt\textsuperscript{11} and soft-float\textsuperscript{12} to enable floating-point emulation in software. This emulation is significantly slower than native operations; a kernel that performs array multiplication on integer data for 256 results takes 4416 cycles, whereas the soft-float calculation takes 32096 cycles. The runtime library is statically linked into the LLVM byte-code just before finally compiling the kernel to an assembly file. As the emulated FP routines are not evaluated and handled until the byte-code reaches the compiler back-end, the linker is unaware that external functions are needed. So, just before linking, the IR is iterated over once more and scanned for FP operations with the necessary functions being declared within the byte-code. Then llvm-link is used to create the final byte-code with all the needed FP-emulation functions included from the runtime library to create the final program.

6) Compiler:

An LLVM compiler back-end was developed for the LE1 whose ISA is loosely based on the VEX architecture\textsuperscript{34}. LLVM has limited support for VLIW architectures with no region enlarging and scheduling techniques such as Trace scheduling\textsuperscript{35}. However, multiple instructions were explicitly grouped together into LIW packets using the DFAPacketizer which operates on basic blocks. The flow has taken advantage of the wealth of optimisations and analyses passes included within LLVM and so all kernels are compiled with the \texttt{-O3} compilation flag. The back-end supports the generation of assembly code, which is used to drive the existing LE1 tool-chain of Fig. 1. For the SoC-FPGA implementation the tool-chain output results in two binary files, IRAM and DRAM for the kernel image and initialised data section. These are loaded onto the LE1 system from the ARM A9 host via the Debug I/F (CTRL_S_AXI port on the vthreads_main_axi4_top_0 instance of Fig. 5) DBG_IF on Fig. 6).

The back-end operates on IR from the Clang front-end, which already supports OpenCL 1.1, so was modified with target-specific classes to add support for the LE1. These are the target address spaces, endianness and data sizes as well as handlers for the aforementioned intrinsics such as CPUID. The intrinsics are used to access reserved areas of memory to keep track of the WI execution. The key machine instruction for identifying the execution space is the \texttt{cpuid}, accessed using the \texttt{le1_read_cpuid} built-in instruction which returns a value from 0... n-1 where n is the

\textsuperscript{10}\url{http://libclc.llvm.org}
\textsuperscript{11}\url{http://compiler-rt.llvm.org}
\textsuperscript{12}\url{http://www.jhauser.us/arithmetic/SoftFloat.html}
number of contexts (cores) in the device. This, combined with the `lel_set_group_id` and `lel_get_group_id` built-ins allows the device to statically iterate through the WGs.

7) Data Transfer:

As there is no integrated assembler within the developed LLVM back-end the existing LE1 tool-chain of Fig. 1 was used to automatically include data in the LLVM-produced assembly file. As well as writing buffer data, there is also a need to scan the final kernel and extract any data included from the runtime code including global data and static function variables which are treated as constant data. The kernel attributes, such as work sizes, are stored at location 0 of the shared DRAM of Fig. 2 with constant data after that and finally the buffers. For local buffers, enough DRAM space is allocated for each CU (LE1 context) and the `cpuid` is used to offset local buffer pointers for each such CU. The stack is used as an extension to the private memory space that is already held within the registers and is allocated per CU, growing from high-memory towards location 0. Data from kernel execution on silicon needs to be read back (via the `MEM AXI4 Slave Interface` of Fig. 5) after each run to update the global host.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Work-flow

Results for the compilation framework were collected by running the platform on a Xilinx zc706 development board. The 10 LE1 configurations are listed in Table IV and the whole design was implemented in the Vivado framework. The baseline system is based on the Xilinx Built-in-self-test (zc706_bist) design with modification for using PL-based DMA (AXIDMA) and one instance of LE1 (with between 1-8 contexts). The overall Vivado design is depicted in Fig. 5 with enlarged views of the LE1 and DMA hierarchies shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively.

Execution results presented in this report have been collected by running the benchmarks on the zc706 evaluation board using FreeRTOS executing on one of the two ARM A9 CPUs. As LLVM can’t be compiled on the RTOS, a proxy-server/client architecture was devised where the LLVM calls were packetized (from the ARM9) and sent to an external host (Linux desktop PC) via Gigabit Ethernet. The latter included the full LLVM infrastructure including the framework presented in this paper, and served as the runtime compiler and as a debugging aid. Compiled byte-code was communicated back to the ARM9 via Ethernet where it was loaded onto the LE1 IRAM and DRAM. Very precise execution statistics are extracted from the LE1 after the execution of the kernels via the on-board Instrumentation IP including cycle counts, various stalls and other efficiency metrics.

As some configurations were not implemented on silicon, they were used on our study for reasons of completeness. For these simulated configurations, the final LE1 executable files are also passed to the simulator along with the appropriate machine model (auto-generated from machine.xml) to
specify the micro-architecture of the simulated system. In the simulated case the cycle data (total cycles, pipeline stalls, memory stalls and NOPs) are recorded once the application completes and the mean average is taken over the number of iterations that the kernel was run for.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMD</td>
<td>Binary Search, Bitonic Sort, Floyd Warshall, Fast Walsh Transform, Matrix Transpose, NBody Simulation, Radix Sort, Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodinia</td>
<td>Breadth-First Search, Gaussian Elimination, Nearest Neighbour, Needleman-Wunsch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) **Benchmarks:**

Part of the remit of this research was to execute realistic benchmarks on the LE1 VLIW CMP using an LLVM-based transformation and compilation flow. As such, a number of benchmarks, listed in Table I have been selected with Tables II and III depicting the global and local dimension, the number of WGs and iterations each benchmark was run for. The benchmarks include codes from the Rodinia suite [9] and the AMD SDK v2.9. and represent a mix of real-world applications which tests the
The GALAXY includes a collection of shared-memory systems (SYSTEM[]) with each system including an array of contexts (cores, CONTEXT[]) tapping into a multi-banked memory system via a pipelined XBar. A single Debug Interface is used to allow a host to control the processor whereas memory-mapped channels are used to insert/extract data (AXI4STREAM).

Fig. 6. Enlarged view of LE1 CMP. The GALAXY includes a collection of shared-memory systems (SYSTEM[]) with each system including an array of contexts (cores, CONTEXT[]) tapping into a multi-banked memory system via a pipelined XBar. A single Debug Interface is used to allow a host to control the processor whereas memory-mapped channels are used to insert/extract data (AXI4STREAM).

2) Machine Configurations:

Each of the 12 benchmarks were run using the same data across varying LE1 configurations for the simulated OpenCL device. Devices with 1, 2, 4 and 8 CUs were used with varying issue widths (W), integer ALUs (A), integer multipliers (M), load/store units (LSUs) and memory banks (B). The results collected are from the Xilinx Zynq zc706 board with key LE1 micro-architectural parameters extracted from the processor through the Debug I/F and making use of the Instrumentation IP. Note that on the Fmax column of Table [IV] there are two frequencies; one is the max Frequency achieved by the LE1 block synthesized on it’s own and the second (in brackets) is the actual system frequency (PL fabric clock making use of the ARM PLL).
Fig. 7. Enlarged view of DMA hierarchy from Vivado. The axi_dma_0 instance drives (via a local interconnect) a single AXI4 master port used for data movement. The S_AXI_LITE port allows the host to control the DMA core.

TABLE II
KERNEL/BENCHMARKS WORK DIMENSIONS, SIZES AND EXECUTION ITERATIONS FOR AMD BENCHMARKS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel name</th>
<th>Global sizes</th>
<th>Local sizes</th>
<th>Workgroups</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BinarySearch</td>
<td>131072, -</td>
<td>128, -</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BitonicSort</td>
<td>16384, 1</td>
<td>256, -</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastWalshTransform</td>
<td>2048, -</td>
<td>256, -</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FloydWarshall</td>
<td>128, 128</td>
<td>16, 16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatrixTranspose</td>
<td>32, 32</td>
<td>16, 16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBody</td>
<td>1024, -</td>
<td>256, -</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction</td>
<td>16384, -</td>
<td>256, -</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Radixsort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel name</th>
<th>Global sizes</th>
<th>Local sizes</th>
<th>Workgroups</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Histogram</td>
<td>16384, -</td>
<td>256, -</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScanArraydims2</td>
<td>64, 256</td>
<td>64, 1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScanArraydims1</td>
<td>256, -</td>
<td>256, -</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permute</td>
<td>64, -</td>
<td>64, -</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FixOffset</td>
<td>64, 256</td>
<td>variable, variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: in moving from a scalar configuration to a 2-wide. The Zynq was chosen as the target as it represents a low-power, cost effective, option for reconfigurable computing and includes a high-performance host (ARM A9 SMP system). The remaining configurations (4-wide) were studied on our highly-accurate simulator as the FPGA resources required were substantially higher compared to the 2-wide. As the LE1 is a statically-scheduled machine, has no cache hierarchy and it’s memory subsystem is
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel Name</th>
<th>Global sizes</th>
<th>Local sizes</th>
<th>Workgroups</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breadth-First Search</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS 1</td>
<td>4096, 1</td>
<td>256, 1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS 2</td>
<td>4096, 1</td>
<td>256, 1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gaussian Elimination</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan1</td>
<td>16, 16</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan2</td>
<td>16, -</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Needleman Wunsch</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nw kernel1</td>
<td>variable (16-256), -</td>
<td>16, -</td>
<td>variable (1-16)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nw kernel2</td>
<td>variable (16-256), -</td>
<td>16, -</td>
<td>variable (1-16)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NN</strong></td>
<td>42816, -</td>
<td>variable, -</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pipelined, banked with round-robin bank arbitration, it was modelled precisely on Insizzle. This is the key point which makes the simulator a highly-trusted source of information for the configurations that couldn’t be synthesized due to FPGA capacity issues.

**TABLE IV**

FPGA Resource Utilization and maximum clock frequencies for a 2W-2A-1M-1L micro-architecture configuration, with a 16KB IRAM and 256 KB DRAM. Results are for the placed-and-routed LE1 design and indicate \( F_{\text{MAX}} \) the relevant Z7045 PLL used to achieve the required clock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUs</th>
<th>Mem Banks</th>
<th>Slices</th>
<th>Slice Regs</th>
<th>Slice LUTs</th>
<th>RAMB36</th>
<th>DSP48</th>
<th>Fmax (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2753</td>
<td>2584</td>
<td>9070</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>159.2 (DDRPLL: 152.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5541</td>
<td>4956</td>
<td>18029</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>133.8 (ARMPLL: 133.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5015</td>
<td>4932</td>
<td>16490</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>137.4 (DDRPLL: 133.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10311</td>
<td>9687</td>
<td>34160</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>121 (ARMPLL: 121.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9751</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>32445</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>121.1 (DDRPLL: 121.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9979</td>
<td>9664</td>
<td>33646</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>119.5 (DDRPLL: 119.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20412</td>
<td>19173</td>
<td>68439</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>114.6 (IOPPLL: 111.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18926</td>
<td>19069</td>
<td>64934</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>119.0 (DDRPLL: 118.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19834</td>
<td>19076</td>
<td>66674</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>113.9 (ARMPLL: 111.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20550</td>
<td>19126</td>
<td>69054</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>92.7 (IOPPLL: 90.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS

This Section presents the execution of the 12 OpenCL benchmarks on the LE1 hardware (Table IV configurations) and where a synthesized configuration was not available, from the Cycle-Accurate simulator. It is split into three sub-sections: A) Study of the benchmarks ILP by evaluating the performance increase as a function of the architecture width, functional unit mix and memory system configuration, compared to a scalar baseline architecture; B) Study of the multi-core system performance and the scalability of the solution; C) Study of application throughput on the silicon platform in terms of iterations/sec. The ILP investigation was performed using a single CU device with 31 different micro-architecture configurations: varying issue width (W), number of integer ALUs (A), number of integer multipliers (M), number of LSUs (L) and memory banks (B).
In the ILP study (sub-section V-A) we omit results for the benchmarks that did not utilise the full configurations, since performance data are essentially the same as the smaller devices. The results are here to depict the ILP scalability of our solution and the effectiveness of our experimental LLVM LE1 back-end, not as a complete performance metric based upon program completion time. Because of this, we have taken an average cycle count for benchmarks that run kernels for several iterations instead of presenting a total. However, in the TLP study (sub-section V-B) we include the execution time of the silicon (Tables VI and VII) as these are of interest to the reader. Finally, tables VIII and IX depict the actual benchmark throughput (iterations/sec). A final point to note is that the cycle data from the configurations executed solely on the simulator takes into consideration the number of clock cycles taken to transfer the data between the host and the device and vice-versa by assuming a 32-bit wide transfer channel (the LE1 hardware includes a configurable DMA engine based on the AXI DMA IP core as shown in Fig. 7) for maximum conformance to the hardware implementations.

A. ILP

For less computationally intensive kernels, such as BFS_1, BFS_2 and BinarySearch, little performance is gained through ILP; as shown in Fig. 8. These kernels do not perform much computation relative to the amount of control-flow within them; none of them gain more than 1.08x speed-up from ILP. BinarySearch even suffers performance degradations in the 2-wide configurations due to an increase in the IF stalls.\(^\text{13}\)

For the kernels of breadth-first search, the largest configurations only achieve 4.46% speed-up for BFS_1 and 7.95% for BFS_2 and this is only \(\sim\)1% more than the 2-wide configurations with single FUs.

Compiler optimisations and the partially predicted ISA allow the removal of control-flow statements within the small kernel of Bitonic Sort. This enables a small amount of ILP to be exploited in the 2-wide devices with singular FUs, with \(\sim\)2% performance increase. This is a modest increase due to the increase in NOPs, showing that there is not enough ILP to mask the pipeline latencies. An increase in IF stalls in the 2-wide devices with two LSUs cause these devices to perform little over 1% faster than the scalar devices, while the two machines with two ALUs but singular LSUs execute 10% faster. In the 4-wide configurations, the IF stalls decrease again enabling these configurations to perform better than the 2-wide machines. The increase in ALUs and MULs improves performance by

\(^{13}\)These are stalls due to the instruction Front-end of the processor not producing a full LIW for execution by the LE1 back-end pipeline. These stalls are documented in our previous work [31] and are mostly eliminated when choosing a decoupled instruction front-end for the LE1, as this is a valid configuration option in a second generation micro-architecture. We have chosen to demonstrate the performance of the LE1 with no decoupling as this is the worst-possible case. A detailed description of an improved LE1 micro-architecture which fully alleviates this issue has been submitted [17] and is briefly discussed in Section VII. We also note that simple re-ordering of the produced binary by our back-end can eliminate practically all these stalls on the existing LE1 however this hasn’t been included in the current OpenCL framework.
Fig. 8. Single core performance gains, via ILP, for Breadth-First Search, Binary Search, Bitonic Sort and Fast Walsh Transform benchmarks. Results from the zc706 FPGA implementation are highlighted.

2-3% for each added unit but performance is capped at three ALUs and two MULs. The results of FastWalshTransform show that this kernel responds positively to increased issue widths and ALUs but is largely unaffected by other configuration variables; the largest configuration achieving a 19.14% reduction in cycles. The simpler 4-wide devices, each with one MUL, LSU and DRAM bank but with two and three ALUs, achieve 18.33% and 17.83% improvements respectively.

Fig. 9 shows the results of the two kernels from Gaussian Elimination (Fan1 and Fan2), Floyd-Warshall, Matrix Transpose and NBody Simulation benchmarks. Results from the zc706 FPGA implementation are highlighted.

2-3% for each added unit but performance is capped at three ALUs and two MULs. The results of FastWalshTransform show that this kernel responds positively to increased issue widths and ALUs but is largely unaffected by other configuration variables; the largest configuration achieving a 19.14% reduction in cycles. The simpler 4-wide devices, each with one MUL, LSU and DRAM bank but with two and three ALUs, achieve 18.33% and 17.83% improvements respectively.

Fig. 9 shows the results of the two kernels from Gaussian Elimination (Fan1 and Fan2), Floyd-Warshall, Matrix Transpose and NBody Simulation benchmarks. Results from the zc706 FPGA implementation are highlighted.
2-wide devices with two ALUs suffer an increase in IF stalls, the reduction in these stalls leads to the improvement seen in the 4-wide devices. The response of Fan2 shows that the same improvement is observed when doubling the issue width from two to four and the small spikes are where there is a mismatch in the number of LSUs and DRAM banks. The 4-wide devices achieve \( \sim 16\% \) for Fan1 whereas the same configurations vary between \( \sim 12-16\% \) for Fan2 as performance improves up to three ALUs and IF stalls are more varied. The varying performance of the FloydWarshall benchmark is closely related to both the IF and memory stalls of the system, while the rest of the micro-architecture details have very little effect.\(^{14}\) The increase in IF stalls for the 2-wide configurations, with a single ALU, are reflected in the total cycles which means that any ILP exploited is not enough to counter their effect. However the next increase, when using two ALUs, is not reflected in the total output which means that enough ILP is discovered to counter the detrimental effect, but still all the 2-wide devices perform worse than the scalar device by an average of 6.1%. The decreased IF stalls throughout the 4-wide configurations enable them to execute faster than the scalar, but only by \( \sim 6-11\% \) for the devices with just one LSU.

The response of matrix transpose is very volatile and highly dependent on the memory configuration, with the greatest dependence of all the benchmarks used. Results improve for each configuration where the number of LSUs are increased, along with the number of DRAM banks. Each of the predominant peaks represents where the number of banks does not match the number of LSUs and these configurations perform significantly worse than the scalar device by \( \sim 9-16\% \). The IF stalls are also volatile: the reduction in IF stalls for the 4-wide machines occurs in this benchmark, but there are also general increases for the larger configurations which peak when two LSUs are combined with two DRAM banks. For NBody, the 2-wide devices show small improvements over the scalar machine with execution cycles decreased by \( \sim 3-5\% \). The 2-wide devices with two ALUs show increases in both NOPs and IF stalls compared to the other 2-wide configurations, yet performance remains about the same; this suggests that enough ILP is discovered to counter both the NOPs and IF stalls. The number of NOPs remains relatively constant for the 4-wide machines, but the decrease in IF stalls enable these configurations to perform \( \sim 10\% \) better than their 2-wide counterparts.

Fig. 10 shows the single core results of NearestNeighbour (NN), the two kernels from Needleman-Wunsch (nw_kernel) and Reduction. For NearestNeighbour, the 4-wide devices do not suffer the IF stalls observed in the 2-wide devices and so execute the fastest. Doubling the issue width, while maintaining the minimal mix of FUs, results in performance gains of \( \sim 1.05x \) and \( \sim 1.1x \) with 4-wide devices with three ALUs achieve \( \sim 1.15x \) speed-up. The response of the Needleman-Wunsch kernels is quite flat in the 2-wide devices, but all of those configurations execute slower than the scalar device,\(^{14}\) The memory stalls are due to the number of LSUs being greater than the number of memory banks.
Fig. 10. Single core performance gains, via ILP, for Reduction, Nearest Neighbour and Needleman-Wunsch benchmarks. Results from the zc706 FPGA implementation are highlighted.

Fig. 11. Single core performance gains, via ILP, for the kernels that comprise the Radix Sort benchmark. Results from the zc706 FPGA implementation are highlighted again because of IF stalls. The performance of the 4-wide machines varies with differences in the IF and memory access stalls, the results showing the best performance is with a matching number of memory banks and LSUs and two MULs. The results of Reduction show that it is largely variant to the micro-architecture configuration; this is due to memory and IF stalls. All the configurations that contain two LSUs suffer from significant memory stalls, even when there is a bank to support each LSU, and the stalls are higher in the 4-wide than the 2-wide devices. These stalls lead the performance of 4-wide devices to vary by \( \sim 5-6\% \). In the 2-wide machines, the sharp reduction in IF stalls when using two ALUs leads to a performance increase.

The single core results of the kernels of \textit{RadixSort} are depicted in Fig. 11, most of which are invariant to the varying micro-architectures. The variation in the performance of \textit{FixOffset} is mainly
dominated by the effect of the memory stalls that occur whenever two LSUs are used. For the 2-wide devices with one ALU, these memory stalls also coincide with an increase in IF stalls resulting in only two of the 2-wide machines performing better than the scalar device.

B. Scalability

This Section presents the speed-ups achieved using a 2-wide LE1 configuration instantiating 2, 4, and 8 CUs with varying DRAM banks and comparing against a single, 2-wide CU. The cycle data from the simulator, Table V, shows that performance scales linearly, up to 4 CUs, for most of the kernels without the memory system having a significant impact on performance. This is particularly true for the benchmarks that use FP emulation (FastWalshTransform, NBody and NearestNeighbour) since it greatly increases the computational complexity. The configuration of the memory subsystem has a negligible effect on the performance of these kernels. The general linear speed-up across the benchmarks suggests that the static scheduling of WGs across the cores does not hinder the scalability.

TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>1B</th>
<th>2B</th>
<th>4B</th>
<th>8B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFS_1</td>
<td>72456</td>
<td>69993</td>
<td>38161</td>
<td>36207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinarySearch</td>
<td>7406</td>
<td>7411</td>
<td>3837</td>
<td>3825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BilConSort</td>
<td>259424</td>
<td>259420</td>
<td>132382</td>
<td>129729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan1</td>
<td>2287</td>
<td>2277</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>1380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan2</td>
<td>18341</td>
<td>18326</td>
<td>10822</td>
<td>10742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastWalshTransform</td>
<td>365465</td>
<td>365377</td>
<td>183561</td>
<td>183188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FloydWarshall</td>
<td>178734</td>
<td>176822</td>
<td>95374</td>
<td>93072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatrixTranspose</td>
<td>108293</td>
<td>101653</td>
<td>58443</td>
<td>57758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NearestNeighbour</td>
<td>1629721K</td>
<td>1628620.2K</td>
<td>820344</td>
<td>8201369.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBody</td>
<td>1629721K</td>
<td>1628620.2K</td>
<td>820344</td>
<td>8201369.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nw_kernel1</td>
<td>100209</td>
<td>100349</td>
<td>61036</td>
<td>59233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nw_kernel2</td>
<td>97513</td>
<td>97127</td>
<td>57098</td>
<td>55405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction</td>
<td>1673049</td>
<td>1653090</td>
<td>929301</td>
<td>865574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FixOffset</td>
<td>100483</td>
<td>100745</td>
<td>62706</td>
<td>59134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram</td>
<td>449799</td>
<td>449803</td>
<td>250631</td>
<td>230266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScanArraydims2</td>
<td>2512945</td>
<td>2493472</td>
<td>1405176</td>
<td>1335667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LE1 Config</th>
<th>BFS_1</th>
<th>BFS_2</th>
<th>B.Search</th>
<th>B.Sort</th>
<th>Fan1</th>
<th>Fan2</th>
<th>FastWalsh</th>
<th>FloydWarshall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2C/2W/2A/1M/1L/1B</td>
<td>526.8</td>
<td>301.9</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>108.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>255.7</td>
<td>1355.8</td>
<td>796.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C/2W/2A/1M/1L/2B</td>
<td>509.4</td>
<td>292.5</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>188.8</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>133.4</td>
<td>2645.5</td>
<td>1286.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/2W/2A/1M/1L/1B</td>
<td>306.4</td>
<td>169.6</td>
<td>117.7</td>
<td>102.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>105.4</td>
<td>786.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/2W/2A/1M/1L/2B</td>
<td>299.0</td>
<td>167.8</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>105.1</td>
<td>751.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/2W/2A/1M/1L/4B</td>
<td>298.9</td>
<td>168.9</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>1085.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>1524.6</td>
<td>748.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2W/2A/1M/1L/1B</td>
<td>186.5</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>715.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>830.8</td>
<td>512.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2W/2A/1M/1L/2B</td>
<td>161.4</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>567.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>772.7</td>
<td>424.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2W/2A/1M/1L/4B</td>
<td>167.1</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>585.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>828.2</td>
<td>424.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2W/2A/1M/1L/8B</td>
<td>201.4</td>
<td>112.2</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>715.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>1012.0</td>
<td>501.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table VII

**Kernel execution time (µS) for the zc706 implemented configurations (Set 2).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LE1 Config</th>
<th>NBody</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>nw_1</th>
<th>nw_2</th>
<th>Reduct.</th>
<th>FixOffs</th>
<th>Histo</th>
<th>ScnArraydims2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2C/2W/1A/1M/1L/1B</td>
<td>12180276.3</td>
<td>170915.8</td>
<td>730.8</td>
<td>198.1</td>
<td>12504.1</td>
<td>731.0</td>
<td>3351.7</td>
<td>18781.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C/2W/1A/1M/1L/2B</td>
<td>11853131.1</td>
<td>166370.9</td>
<td>731.1</td>
<td>699.8</td>
<td>11900.2</td>
<td>751.1</td>
<td>3273.7</td>
<td>18147.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/2W/1A/1M/1L/1B</td>
<td>67924441.9</td>
<td>94652.2</td>
<td>484.4</td>
<td>452.9</td>
<td>7607.5</td>
<td>517.4</td>
<td>2067.9</td>
<td>11593.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/2W/1A/1M/1L/2B</td>
<td>6782303.1</td>
<td>94559.1</td>
<td>468.2</td>
<td>440.0</td>
<td>7476.6</td>
<td>488.3</td>
<td>1901.5</td>
<td>11029.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/2W/1A/1M/1L/4B</td>
<td>6866898.6</td>
<td>85738.7</td>
<td>470.1</td>
<td>442.4</td>
<td>6966.6</td>
<td>494.8</td>
<td>1894.8</td>
<td>10767.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2W/1A/1M/1L/1B</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>351.2</td>
<td>334.8</td>
<td>5807.5</td>
<td>445.7</td>
<td>1488.7</td>
<td>8139.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2W/1A/1M/1L/2B</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>300.3</td>
<td>287.5</td>
<td>4125.4</td>
<td>237.2</td>
<td>1130.6</td>
<td>6283.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2W/1A/1M/1L/4B</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>309.2</td>
<td>296.4</td>
<td>3962.1</td>
<td>196.1</td>
<td>1093.1</td>
<td>6105.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2W/1A/1M/1L/8B</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>373.0</td>
<td>357.7</td>
<td>4609.8</td>
<td>201.3</td>
<td>1263.1</td>
<td>7140.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. Speed-up of kernels, relative to a 1CU-2W-1A-1M-1L device, across multi-core LE1 configurations. Results from the zc706 FPGA board.

There are exceptions to the general scalability of our solution. Neither the kernels from Gaussian elimination (*Fan1* and *Fan2*) or Needleman-Wunsch (*nw_kernel*) scale very effectively due to the varying number of work-groups that are executed during each iteration. Although the Matrix Transpose kernel only scales to four work-groups, the 4 CU devices already exhibit a 15% difference between the systems. The multi-CU performance of the kernels of *Radix Sort* also varies with the memory configuration. The super-linear performance of the *FixOffset* kernel shows the 8 CU devices having a strong dependence on the memory subsystem. This performance gains in those devices are attributed to a super-linear reduction in memory stalls, which suggests that dividing the algorithm across eight cores and eight banks permits a very effective memory access pattern. The performance of the 8 CU devices varies by ∼35% and achieves an 11x speed-up over the single core machine. The performance of *Histogram* and *ScanArraydims2* in the 8 CU devices varies by ∼13% and ∼14% respectively.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the speed-up of all the executed OpenCL benchmarks on the zc706 platform for 1, 2, 4 and 8 CUs, 2W-2A-varying_B-1L LE1 configurations, collected from the LE1 instrumentation peripheral (silicon) and using the global timer of the Zynq ARM A9 PS under FreeRTOS.
is apparent that performance gains level-off beyond 8 CUs as the number of memory banks brings the achievable clock frequencies down (Table IV). The clock frequency reduction for 4 and 8 banks on the 8 CU devices results in those configurations rarely outperforming the same configuration but with just 2 banks. This particular point has demonstrated a key area where the LE1 CMP can be improved and that is the level of pipelining of the Core/Memory Xbar. Finally, Tables VI and VII depict the real (wall-time) of the zc706-implemented benchmarks in \( \mu s \).

The silicon implementation data is further used in Figs. 14 and 15 to depict the performance gains.

\[15\] A design decision in the LE1 was to keep the Load/Use latencies to an absolute minimum in order to achieve maximum single-thread performance without the need to insert NOPs in the static instruction schedule. This kept the \text{op\_bpass/addr\_calc} stage adjacent to the Memory XBar which results in the Fmax reduction witnessed in this study. This is further compounded by targeting FPGAs which are less forgiving on mux-heavy designs such as a VLIW CMP. This key observation is elaborated in the companion paper [17] and will be mitigated in the next generation of the silicon using a further HDL parameter.
Fig. 15. Speed-up relative to slice utilisation of multi-core LE1 configurations.

as a ratio of the FPGA slice utilisation; with the single context configuration requiring 5% of the slices, whereas the 8C-8B requires 37.6%. The slice utilisation increases linearly with the increase in CUs, but again the reduction in Fmax means that the performance to area ratio is reduced significantly for the larger systems. The ratio of the 4C-4B and 8C-4B are very similar to one another, however the 8C-4B consistently outperforms the 4C-4B device, which suggests that overall the 8C-4B would be the best device for this selection of benchmarks when considering overall speed and size.

C. Application Throughput

This final Section considers the overall application throughput making use of the real-time kernel execution in Tables VI (set 1) and VII (set 2) and the actual number of WGs generated per application as shown on Tables II (AMD benchmarks) and III (Rodinia benchmarks). The throughput is calculated taking into account the actual kernel execution time, the number of iterations, the size of the Instruction and Data RAMs (and the time it takes for these to be DMA’ed-into the processor). The DMA transfers take place from the localBRAM block, driven by the dmaHler block, through the AXI4 Matrix (processing_system7_0_axi4_periph) and into the AXI4MM port of the vthreads_main_axi4_top_0 block. All blocks are depicted in the Vivado schematic of Fig. 5. Tables VIII and IX depict the AMD and Rodinia applications throughput in terms of iterations/s.

VI. Conclusions

It is clear from the results, that benchmarks generally fall into two categories: memory-bound and compute-bound. For the highly parallel benchmarks, the reduction in memory stalls achieved from increasing the number of memory banks, has to be very significant to account for the decrease in clock frequency. Only four kernels gained a greater speed-up when increasing the number of memory banks
TABLE VIII
AMD BENCHMARKS THROUGHPUT (ITERATIONS/SEC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>BinarySearch</th>
<th>BitonicSort</th>
<th>FastWalshTransform</th>
<th>FloydWarshall</th>
<th>Matrix_Transpose</th>
<th>Nbody</th>
<th>RadixSort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2C/1B</td>
<td>251.38</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>30.27</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>1235.54</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>4.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C/2B</td>
<td>258.35</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>31.09</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1499.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/1B</td>
<td>229.43</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>53.94</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>1418.49</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/2B</td>
<td>239.24</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>53.95</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>2097.41</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/4B</td>
<td>226.22</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>53.26</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>2435.54</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>7.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/1B</td>
<td>210.89</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>95.36</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2B</td>
<td>225.04</td>
<td>9.85</td>
<td>101.92</td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/4B</td>
<td>210.99</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>95.64</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/8B</td>
<td>172.63</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>78.27</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IX
RODINIA BENCHMARKS THROUGHPUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>Breadth-search-first</th>
<th>Gaussian Elimination</th>
<th>Needleman Wunsch</th>
<th>NN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2C/1B</td>
<td>108.53</td>
<td>366.10</td>
<td>18.71</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C/2B</td>
<td>150.06</td>
<td>376.34</td>
<td>19.21</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/1B</td>
<td>190.24</td>
<td>489.62</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>10.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/2B</td>
<td>192.38</td>
<td>492.28</td>
<td>20.59</td>
<td>10.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C/4B</td>
<td>191.05</td>
<td>486.73</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>10.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/1B</td>
<td>223.10</td>
<td>631.60</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/2B</td>
<td>244.38</td>
<td>708.74</td>
<td>22.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/4B</td>
<td>231.30</td>
<td>665.24</td>
<td>21.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C/8B</td>
<td>190.09</td>
<td>546.40</td>
<td>17.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

beyond 2 for the 8 CU device; these were reduction and three kernels from Radix Sort: FixOffset, histogram and ScanArraydims2 and all systems with 8 banks performed slower.

Another hindrance is that insufficient ILP was exploited. The explicit nature of the OpenCL standard should mean that there is substantial parallelism to be harnessed, where we can convert explicit data level parallelism into ILP as well as having multiple threads combined into a single stream of instructions. The researched LLVM-based LE1 back-end can currently only schedule at the basic block level, and although threads (WIs) are being combined, the compiler is not aware that the resulting work-group loops are parallel. So as more loops are created in the kernel code to handle loop fission, more looping overhead is introduced causing the core to spend a lot of time stalling. Note that the current LE1 configuration includes a static branch predictor (PREDICT_NOT_TAKEN policy) which is being changed to a 2-bit saturating counter predictor for the next processor release. Finally, for all kernels, the mean average of total stalls across all single CU devices was evaluated. This resulted that 49.36% of all cycles were stalls clearly demonstrating substantial room for improvement which is addressed in a second generation micro-architecture (Section VII).

VII. FUTURE WORK

A number of improvements in both the software tool-chain and the hardware architecture were identified as a result of this study. In terms of the hardware, the removal of the artificial limitation of 256KB per shared-memory system, the decoupling of the instruction front end, the increase in the
pipeline depth between address computation and Memory XBar stage and the use of a simple dynamic branch prediction scheme will eliminate practically all the stalls observed while pushing the Fmax to >200 MHz on the z7045 device resulting in substantial performance gains. These improvements have been implemented in a next-generation micro-architecture [17] and the new Instruction Fetch Engine (IFE) which fully eliminates the issue is depicted in Fig. 16. Unlike the single-stage buffers of the current IFE the new micro-architecture provides a configurable number of buffering across multiple HCs and fetches instructions ahead of their use, under the control of the branch predictor.

On the software side, further unrolling of the work-group loops will lead to a reduction in the number of branches and to an increase on the levels of ILP available to the compiler. Extended-Basic-Block and/or Super-block scheduling will then allow for the creation of wider static schedules thus allowing the use of 3 or 4-wide machines. It is also thought that the introduction of another pass that can analyse the computational requirements of the kernel and automatically choose a suitable machine configuration to maximise performance with the minimal amount of hardware will lead to better automation of the proposed HW/SW solution. It is noted that a final pass in the LLVM LE1 back-end can eliminate most stalls of the existing micro-architecture by ensuring that LIW packets don’t span IRAM blocks. Finally, the use of a full ARM9 SMP Linux distribution with the developed compiler and LLVM cross-compiled for the ARM will eliminate the external host system and produce a stand-along integrated solution, further improving on our hybrid, PC Linux host/FreeRTOS runtime solution.
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∀ Function \( f \in \text{Module} \)
\[
do \text{if } \text{isKernel}(f) 
\quad \text{then } \text{EncloseBodyWithNestedLoop}(f) 
\quad \text{InsertExitLabel()}
\forall \text{DeclStmt } ds \in f 
\quad \text{do if } \text{NonSingleDeclStmt}(ds) 
\quad \quad \text{then } \text{split}(ds)
\forall \text{CallExpr } ce \in f 
\quad \text{do if } \text{isOpenCLBuiltin}(ce) 
\quad \quad \text{do if } \text{isIdCall}(ce) 
\quad \quad \quad \text{then } \text{replace } ce 
\quad \quad \quad \text{do if } \text{isLocalSize}(ce) 
\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{then } \text{replace } ce \text{ with immediate} 
\quad \quad \quad \text{do if } \text{isBarrier}(ce) 
\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{then } \text{barrierList.add}(ce)
\forall \text{ReturnStmt } rs \in f 
\quad \text{returnList.add}(rs) 
\text{do if } \text{barrierList} = \emptyset 
\quad \text{then } \forall \text{ReturnStmt } rs \in \text{returnList} 
\quad \quad \text{replace } rs \text{ with a goto}
\]

Fig. 17. Simple kernel coarsening algorithm.
∀ Function $f \in \text{Module}$
\[\text{do if } \text{isKernel}(f)\]
\[\text{then } \forall \text{DeclRefExpr } dre \in f\]
\[\text{declRefExprList.add}(dre)\]
\[\forall \text{ForStmt } outer \in f\]
\[\text{do if } outer = \text{outerLoop}\]
\[\text{then } \text{TraverseRegion}(outer) \{\]
\[\text{regionMap.add}(outer)\]
\[\forall \text{Stmt } s \in outer\]
\[\text{MapStmt}(s, outer)\]
\[\text{FindThreadDep}(s)\]
\[\forall \text{Stmt } inner \in outer\]
\[\text{TraverseRegion}(inner)\]
\[\}\]
\[\text{SearchThroughRegions()} \{\]
\[\forall \text{Stmt } region \in \text{regionMap}\]
\[\text{do if } \text{isNotParallel}(region)\]
\[\text{then } \text{HandleNonParallelRegion}(region)\]
\[\}\]
\[\text{FindReferencesToExpand()} \{\]
\[\forall \text{Stmt } region \in \text{regionMap}\]
\[\forall \text{DeclStmt } ds \in region\]
\[\forall \text{DeclRefExpr } dre \in \text{declStmtMap}(ds)\]
\[\text{do if } \text{SeparatedByFissionPoint}(ds, dre)\]
\[\text{then } \text{ScalarExpand}(ds)\]
\[\}\]

Fig. 18. Algorithm outline for the second, and final, stage of kernel coarsening.
extern int BufferArg_0;
extern int BufferArg_1;
extern int BufferArg_2;
extern int BufferArg_3;
int main(void) {
    int id = 0;
    int num_cores = 1;
    int total_workgroups = 1;
    int workgroupX = 1;
    int workgroupY = 0;
    int x = 0;
    int y = 0;
    id = __builtin_le1_read_cpuid();
    while (id < total_workgroups) {
        x = id;
        if (x >= workgroupX) {
            y = x % workgroupX;
        } else {
            if (y > workgroupY) return 0;
            __builtin_le1_set_group_id_1(y);
            __builtin_le1_set_group_id_0(x);
            permute(&BufferArg_0, &BufferArg_1, 8, &BufferArg_2, &BufferArg_3);
        }
        id += num_cores;
    }
    return id;
}

Fig. 19. Permute transformed Kernel Launcher
__kernel
void permute(__global const uint* unsortedData,
__global const uint* scanedBuckets,
uint shiftCount,
__local ushort* sharedBuckets,
__global uint* sortedData)
{
    size_t groupId = get_group_id(0);
    size_t localId = get_local_id(0);
    size_t globalId = get_global_id(0);
    size_t groupSize = get_local_size(0);
    /* Copy prescaned thread histograms to corresponding thread shared block */
    for(int i = 0; i < RADICES; ++i)
    {
        uint bucketPos = groupId * RADICES * groupSize + localId * RADICES + i;
        sharedBuckets[localId * RADICES + i] = scanedBuckets[bucketPos];
    }
    barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
    /* Premute elements to appropriate location */
    for(int i = 0; i < RADICES; ++i)
    {
        uint value = unsortedData[globalId * RADICES + i];
        value = (value >> shiftCount) & 0xFFU;
        uint index = sharedBuckets[localId * RADICES + value];
        sortedData[index] = unsortedData[globalId * RADICES + i];
        sharedBuckets[localId * RADICES + value] = index + 1;
    }
    barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
}

Fig. 20. Radix sort kernel (pre-transform).
__kernel void permute(__global const uint* unsortedData,
    __global const uint* scanedBuckets,
    uint shiftCount,
    __local ushort* sharedBuckets,
    __global uint* sortedData) {

    size_t localId[64], globalId[64];
    unsigned __esdg_idx = 0;
    for (__esdg_idx = 0; __esdg_idx < 64; ++__esdg_idx) {
        size_t groupId = get_group_id(0);
        localId[__esdg_idx] = __esdg_idx;
        globalId[__esdg_idx] = get_group_id(0) * 64 + __esdg_idx;
        size_t groupSize = 64;
        for(int i = 0; i < (1 << 8); ++i) {
            uint bucketPos = groupId * (1 << 8) * groupSize + localId[__esdg_idx] * (1 << 8) + i;
            sharedBuckets[localId[__esdg_idx] * (1 << 8) + i] = scanedBuckets[bucketPos];
        }
        //barrier(1);
    }
    //barrier(1);
    for (int i = 0; i < (1 << 8); ++i) {
        for (__esdg_idx = 0; __esdg_idx < 64; ++__esdg_idx) {
            uint value = unsortedData[globalId[__esdg_idx] * (1 << 8) + i];
            value = (value >> shiftCount) & 0xFFU;
            uint index = sharedBuckets[localId[__esdg_idx] * (1 << 8) + value];
            sortedData[index] = unsortedData[globalId[__esdg_idx] * (1 << 8) + i];
            sharedBuckets[localId[__esdg_idx] * (1 << 8) + value] = index + 1;
            //barrier(1);
        }
    }
    for (__esdg_idx = 0; __esdg_idx < 64; ++__esdg_idx) __ESDG_END: ;
}
}

Fig. 21. Permute source code after complete transformation demonstrating barrier removal.